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Preface

Basic Concepts: The first chapter of the book introduces the student to the basic concepts of
chemistry, viz Elements, compounds, mixtures, symbol of elements of the periodic Table, the

atoms, molecules, ions, valency of elements, writing of chemical formula and balancing of chemical
equations.

Atomic Structure and Chemical Bonding:
In chapter-2, various models of atoms are discussed i.e., J.J. Thomson model, Rutherford model,

Bohr model, wave mechanics model and quantum number and how to make electronic configuration of
atoms  is also included in this chapter, description of ionic and covalent bonding is also gives.

Chemical Bonding: In Chapter-2 are described different types of bonding, viz, ionic, covalent
and coordinate. Therein is discussed the orbital concept of covalent bond and highlights the differences
between covalent and electrovalent compounds. Introduces the concept of bond length, bond angle,
bond energy and bond order of compounds. Distinguishes between  (sigma) and (Pi) bonds.
Rationalizes the shapes of molecules in terms of valence Bond theory as well as by molecular orbital
methods. A theoretical explanation has been put forth to understand the properties exhibited by metals.

Water: The sources of water are highlighted in Chapter-3. The water is contaminated with a wide
range of impurities. The so called “Hard water” constitutes a nuisance when used for domestic purposes
as well as in industry. There are methods available for its evaluation as well as for removing hardness
(temporary and permanent). Parameters have been laid down by the World Health Organisation (WHO)
for water to be used for human consumption.

Solutions: When a solid (Solute) is dissolved in a liquid (solvent), one gets a solution. The solute
and solvent may be either gas, liquid or solid, and different types of solutions are possible (Chapter-4).
Introduction is made to the term ‘equivalent weight’ in relation to an acid/base or an oxidizing/ reducing
agents. The determination of the above mentioned substances is effected by volumetric analysis. In
this context the term ‘indicater’ ‘standard solution’, ‘normality’, ‘molarity’, ‘molality’, ‘mole fraction’
and ‘mass fraction’ are discussed. The concept of pH has been introduced, including its application in
Engineering and agriculture.

Electrolysis: The use of electricity to bring about a chemical change falls within the domain of
electrolysis (Chapter 5). Thus, for example, the electrolysis of Aq. NaCl produces H2(g) at the cathode



and CI2(g) as the anode. The mechanism of the reaction has been described. Faraday’s 2 laws of
electrolysis have been detailed in the chapter. The industrial applications of electrolysis have been
discussed. Additionally, the details about electrochemical or galvanic cell have been highlighted.

Pollution:  In this chapter we described about the various types of pollution i.e., air pollutions, soil
pollutions, water pollution, their effects and the preventive  meansures also included.

Practicals: The concluding chapter is devoted to the practical work which the students are required
to carry out. The experimental details about the use of burette, pipette for carrying titrations (example,
acid-base titration, or redox titration) and including preparation of standard solution are described in
detail. Additionally the students have  been given instructions for finding the pH of  a solution, including
preparation of buffer solutions.

A number of illustrative examples, plus the viva voce questions are appended towards the end of
the chapter.

— Ravi Saini
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of Chemistry

C H A P T E R  1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The word science comes from the latin word “Scientia” meaning knowledge, science refers to a
system of acquiring knowledge. This system uses observation and experimentation to describe and
explain natural phenomena. The purpose of science is to produce useful models of reality.

Fields of science are commonly classified into two major lines.
1. Natural Science:  Which deals with the natural phenomena and processes occuring in nature
2. Social Science: The systematic study of human behaviour and society.

As natural science is a very vast knowledge and can’t be studied under single head. So, it can be
divided into two types.

1. Biological Science: Deals with living things their interaction with living and non living things.
2. Physical Science: Deals with the properties of matter and energy.

Physical science can be divided into three types:
1. Chemistry
2. Physics
3. Astronomy.

In this book, we deal with chemistry.

Chemistry
Chemistry is a branch of science which deals with the properties of matter, and the transformation and
interaction of matter and energy. Chemistry primarily studies atoms and collection of atoms such as
molecules, crystals or metals that make up ordinary matter. The word chemistry is directly drived from
the word alchemy. According to modern chemistry, chemistry is the structure of matter at the atomic
scale which determines the nature of a material. As chemistry deals with the peparation, properties,
structure and reaction of material substances. It has interfaes with all scientific disciplines and a
knowledge of the subject is essential for understanding nature as well as for the progress of society.
Chemistry can be subdivided into the following important branches.

 1.1 SI UNIT

In earlier times, many different units of measurement were used example distance was expressed in
miles, Furlongs, feet etc., weight was measured in seers, pounds etc. These units are quite fedious
because. There is no uniformity. It was also observed that most of the popular system were cumbersome.
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For example, 1 mile = 1760 yards, 1 yards = 3 feet, 1 foot = 12 inches. In 1979 French Academy of
Science derived a simple system called the metric system. Which was soon adopted by the scientists
through out the world. The metric system is decimal system in which the different units for a physical
quantity are related to each other as multiples of power of 10.

For example: 1 km = 103 m; 1 cm = 10–2 m etc.
Centimeter is smaller unit. This system was found to be too convenient to scientist that all over the

world adopted this system. In 1960 the metric system was further improved by general conference on
weight and measures called the International System of Units abbreviated as SI (from French name,
System International). The SI system has seven basic units from which all other units are derived. All
these basic units are given in table.

Table 1.1 The seven basic SI units

Quantity Symbol SI Unit SI Unit
Symbol

Length l meter m
Mass m kilogram kg
Time t second s
Electric current I ampere A
Temperature T kelvin K
Amount of substance n mole mol
Luminous  intensity Iv cardeld cd

  1.2 DERIVED UNITS

The units for all other physical quantities like area, volume, pressure, velocity etc., are easily obtained
by defining the derived quantity in terms of the base quantities using the base units. These are called
derived units since they have been derived from the basic SI units.

For example: Speed (or velocity) is distance, time. So, the unit is m/s or ms–1.
Some of the common derived units are given in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2  Some of the common derived units

Physical quantity Definition of quantity Unit SI unit

Area length square Square meter m2

Volume length cube Cubic meter m3

Density Mass/unit vol. Kilogram cubic kg m–3

per meter
Speed Distance/unit time meter/second ms–1

Acceleration Speed change/unit time Meter per second square ms–2

Force Mass × Acceleration Newton N = kg ms–2

Pressure Force/unit area Pascal (Newton per Pa = Nm–2

square meter) = kg m–1 s–2

Specific gravity Density of substance/ Diamention less —
Density of reference — —

Surface tension Force/length Newton per meter N/M
Viscosity resistance to flow Pascal s NS/m2
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 1.3 MATTER, ELEMENTS, COMPOUNDS AND MIXTURES

1.3.1 Matter
The word matter is used to cover all the substances and material from which the universe is composed.

Matter is defined as anything that has mass and takes up space. There are three physical states of
matter.

(i) Solid
(ii) Liquid

(iii) Gas

Table 1.3  Differences in the properties of the three physical states of matter

Physical state Volume Density Shape Fluidity

Solid Has a fixed High Has a definite Does not flow
volume shape

Liquid Has a fixed volume Moderate to high No definite shape Generally flows
easily

Gas No fixed volume Low No definite shape Flows easily

Chemical Classification of Matter

1.3.2 Element and Compound

There are two types of pure substance:
1. Element: Elements are substances that cannot be chemically broken down into simpler

substances. An element cannot be decomposed by passing an electric current through it.
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2. Compounds: Compounds are pure substances made from two or more elements chemically
combined together.

Elements are the “building blocks” from which the universe is constructed. There are over a
hundred known elements, but the majority of the universe consists of just two (i) Hydrogen (92%) and
(ii) Helium (7%).

Make up most of the mass of the universe. Elements are the basic building units of the material
world. They cannot be chemically broken down into simpler substances.

Elements are further classified into following types:

1. Metal: Metals are usually solids (except for mercury, which is a liquid) at room temperature.
A metal is an element that conducts electricity and is malleable and ductile.

2. Non-metals: Non-metals are solid or gases (except for bromine, which is liquid) at room
temperature. A non-metal is an element that does not conduct electricity well and is neither
malleable nor ductile.

3. Metalloids: Elements which have properties of both metals as well as non-metals are called
metalloids. There are eight elements which are called metalloids. They often look like metals,
but are brittle like non metals. They are neither conductors nor insulators, but make excellent
semiconductors.

1.3.3 Compounds

A substance which is obtained by the union of two or more elements in a definite proportion by weights
which can be decomposed again by suitable chemical methods is known as compounds.

For example: Water, carbon dioxide.

(i) The properties of the compounds are quite different from those of the elements of which it is
composed of.

For example: Water is a compound of H2 and O2 but its properties are different from those of
H2 and O2.

(ii) The compound cannot easily be separated into its element.

Compound may be classified into two types:

(i) Inorganic Compound: Inorganic compounds are obtained from minerals and rocks.

For example: NaCl, CaCO3 (marble).

(ii) Organic Compounds: Organic compounds are obtained from plants and from animals.

For example: Carbohydrated oil, fat, protein, wax etc.

1.3.4 Mixtures

A mixture may be defined as a combination of two or more elements or compounds in any proportion
so that the constituents do not lose their identity.

(i) Milk is a mixture of fat, protein, lactose etc.
(ii) Air we breath is not a single, pure substance, it is a gaseous mixture of O2, H2, N2, H2O, CO2

etc.
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